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Figure 1: (a) Fitting a set of garments onto a human body. (b) Bending and straightening an arm: the sleeve is pinched and released.
Abstract
We present an efficient and stable framework, called Unified Intersection Resolver (UIR), for cloth simulation systems where
not only impending collisions but also pre-existing penetrations often arise. These two types of collisions are handled in a
unified manner, by detecting edge-face intersections first and then forming penetration stencils to be resolved iteratively. A
stencil is a quadruple of vertices and it reveals either a vertex-face or an edge-edge collision event happened. Each quadruple
also implicitly defines a collision normal, through which the four stencil vertices can be relocated, so that the corresponding
edge-face intersection disappear. We deduce three different ways, i.e., from predefined surface orientation, from history data and
from global intersection analysis, to determine the collision normals of these stencils robustly. Multiple stencils that constitute
a penetration region are processed simultaneously to eliminate penetrations. Cloth trapped in pinched environmental objects
can be handled easily within our framework. We highlight its robustness by a number of challenging experiments involving
collisions.

1. Introduction
While research on deformable objects modeling has advanced
greatly in the past two decades (particularly numerical integration
techniques for dynamics computation), collision handling remains
a difficult and open problem. The collision response framework of
Bridson et al. [BFA02] is widely adopted in industry for its efficiency, versatility, and proven capability to solve practical problems. After the improvement of simultaneous response by Harmon
et al. [HVTG08], this framework is roughly divided into two stages:
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• proximity check and repulsion force application;
• continuous collision detection and impact zone response.
This framework is a prevention-based strategy, as can be seen from
two facts. First, primitives close enough to each other are identified, via discrete collision detection (DCD), then repulsion forces
are applied in order to decrease their chances of colliding. Second,
continuous collision detection (CCD) is exploited to predict impending collisions within each time-step, and the response mechanism attempts to prevent them from happening by altering particles’ velocities. CCD is guaranteed to detect of all collision events
(including tunneling) in cases of complex cloth geometry under-
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going complex motion, at the cost of a cubic polynomial solver or
an equivalent. The success of CCD relies on a hard constraint: a
collision-free state exists not only in the initial configuration but
also at the start of every time interval [t i−1 , t i ] in the simulation.
This hard constraint makes CCD a history-dependent (or trajectorydependent) approach. Maintaining such constraints, however, is not
always possible. For example, initializing a garment simulation often needs to deal with pre-existing penetrations. Sometimes in the
middle of a simulation the context could be subject to external constraints forcing the cloth into entangled states for a number of consecutive steps. As these situations can not be handled by traditional
CCD-based approaches, extra untangling mechanism is also part of
a production software [BWK03]. An untangling mechanism employs DCD to discover intersections, and relies on surface orientation or heuristic to identify legal/illegal geometric primitives. Integrating different mechanisms into one system and making them
work together is tricky. Little work has been reported on how to
seamlessly and efficiently switch from one to another. We propose
a unified pipeline that handles not only impending collisions but
also pre-existing penetrations. This pipeline could act as an alternative to the second stage of Bridson’s framework.
To unify with history-free mechanisms that handles pre-existing
penetrations, for handling impending collisions we modify the popular CCD-based approach to rely on DCD. Meshes are allowed to
advance into new candidate positions at t i , and all intersections are
detected at this instant. Using the collision-free state at t i−1 as a reference, we derive collision normals and reformulate the response as
a position-correction problem, and find a minimum displacement
for each vertex involved in the intersections.
In addition to proposing a new history-based untangling approach, we also revisited and improved existing history-free techniques, to fit them into our unified pipeline. When history information is absent or not trustable, collision normals have to be determined from other sources. Two extra sources can be utilized:
pre-defined surface orientation and heuristic. Orientations of some
meshed surfaces (e.g. a watertight human body model) are often
explicitly defined so that polygonal normals designate the front
faces and can be directly used as collision normals. When surface
orientations are not defined, sometimes we can resort to heuristic
for untangling. We adopt and extend a little bit the popular global
intersection analysis (GIA) proposed by Baraff et al. [BWK03]
for collision normal determination. Within the proposed pipeline
both cloth/object and cloth/cloth collisions are resolved in a single pass, as opposed to separate passes as seen in other work
[BMF03, SSIF08].
In our pipeline penetrations are allowed to occur, if not already
exist, and then are detected and fixed in an iterative manner. This
process is repeated until all illegal configurations are identified and
corrected. In this sense, we named it unified intersection untangling (UIR). We believe UIR will benefit various applications, including but not limited to interactive modeling [HPSZ11, UKIG11,
BSBC12], dynamic remeshing [NSO12, BB09], and exampledriven garment animation synthesis [dASTH10,FYK10,WHRO10,
GRWB12]. Benefits of UIR are multi-fold:

• Tolerating large time-steps. It provides a robust collision response for a wide range of simulation time-steps, even in case of
large penetrations.
• Low computational cost. By giving up CCD and embracing
DCD, the cost of collision detection decreases. Moreover in the
same circumstance the number of primitive intersections at any
instant is usually smaller than the number of collision events in
a time interval, decreasing the size of the problem.
• Physical soundness. Each penetrating vertex is relocated by a
minimal displacement vector so that the center of mass and momentum of the system are least influenced. This vector is computed via a global minimization process.

2. Related Work
Methods dealing with collisions in dynamics simulation can be
placed on three different, orthogonal axes: how they do detection,
how they do response and their dependency on history.
Collision detection. There are two detection schemes, discrete
intersection query and continuous collision detection. Rigid body
systems often allow objects to penetrate followed by computing the minimal translation distance to separate them [KOLM02,
TLK09, JTL∗ 12, PZM13]. They adopt the discrete scheme to compute penetration depths. For soft bodies that are volumetric objects or defined by closed surfaces with well-defined insides and
outsides, this scheme also works [HTK∗ 04, AFC∗ 10]. Early cloth
simulation systems also employed DCD, such as [VCM95]. As
soon been realized that DCD could miss collisions, CCD has become the mainstream after the work of Provot [Pro97]. Since
then various techniques have been proposed to improve efficiency
[CTM08, TCYM09, TTWM14] or robustness [BEB12, WOR14].
Collision response. Response can be done by applying forcelevel penalties, velocity-level impulses or position-level corrections. In a simulation system, two or more above techniques are
often combined to achieve robust response. Penalty forces can be
used for untangling cloth penetrations [BWK03], in the same manner as they are used for rigid objects. For rigid body systems,
some slight interpenetration is usually forgivable, so that forcebased approaches are appealing. For cloth simulation systems,
even slight interpenetrations can yield disastrous artifacts, hence
the position- or velocity-based response are more common. Volino
and Magnenat-Thalmann [VM06] proposed an intersection contour
minimization (ICM) method, which works in an orientation-free
manner. Yet without history nor orientation, separating two entangled surfaces is an ambiguous and ill-defined problem [WLG06].
Ye and Zhao improved the ICM method for cases where orientations are given [YZ12]. In many applications the solid models are
often represented by closed surfaces, so they divide the space into
inside and outside. This fact has been used to design response algorithms for solid/cloth penetrations, such as adaptive distance functions (ADF) [FPRJ00], distance field [BJ08, MMCK14], level set
[BMF03, UKIG11], and other methods specific for body/garment
penetrations [WHRO10, GRWB12, SNXY16].
The dominant solution for cloth collision handling is impulsebased velocity-level correction, sometimes combined with repulsion forces. Bridson et al. [BFA02] presented a practical way
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of computing physically reasonable post-collision velocities. Harmon et al. [HVTG08] further formulated it as a simultaneous resolver. Two variants of the history-based response methods are
STIV [HPSZ11], which resolves interference by reducing the magnitude of space-time interference volume swept by the trajectory
of the penetrating regions to zero, and continuous penalty forces
(CPF) [TMOT12], which resolves interferences by applying appropriate penal forces according to the penetration depths.
Dependence on history. A response scheme needs an appropriate detection method to support it. For example, the impulse-based
velocity correction methods [BFA02,HVTG08] will not work without CCD. In a history-free scenario interference can only be detected by a discrete method. Similarly, CCD only works in a
history-dependent context. Yet methods can use DCD while still
being history-dependent; this is in fact very common in rigid body
simulations, where history is used to calculate relative distances
and determine whether two bodies are approaching or separating. For deformable object simulations, this idea also shows up.
In [SSIF08] at every time-step an earlier and collision-free state
is memorized as a reference, and repulsion forces are applied to
those approaching primitives. Narain et al. [NSO12] proposed a
technique to deal with penetrations arising during remeshing, yet it
requires a priori penetration-free states as reference. The air mesh
method [MCKM15] uses the initial collision-free state as a reference history, and tessellate the air between objects once before the
simulation, and correct collisions by forcing the volumes of the
elements of the triangulation to be positive via a unilateral constraint. Our history-dependent untangling falls into this category,
and a collision-free state is chosen as reference from the near history.

Figure 2: The left are two types of FxFs, both of which consist
of two ExFs. Decomposition of the second FxF into two ExFs are
shown on the right.

closed surface. For this particular case it is safe to treat the closed
surface as oriented, therefore all its face normals are predefined to
point outwards. In Fig. 3a all ExFs are detected and penetration
stencils (will be defined later on) are identified. The green points
are the outside endpoints of intersecting edges involved in edgeface tests, and they are non-stencil vertices. In Fig. 3b all stencil
vertices (solid black or solid gray dots) are relocated so that all
penetration stencils are resolved. Then in Fig. 3c the next round
of intersection detection is performed and new stencils are identified. Repeat this process until a penetration-free configuration (d)
is achieved.

(a)

(b)

3. Overview
Notations. In our geometry, the surfaces are polygonal (particularly triangular) meshes. At any time instant, surface intersections
consist of a number of face-face (F-F) intersections. Fig. 2a∼b
show two cases of F-F intersections. An F-F intersection can always be decomposed into two E-F intersections (e.g. Fig. 2c∼d are
for case (b)), so the E-F intersection is the fundamental configuration to be detected and resolved. For ease of notation, we use FxF
to denote an “F-F intersection", and ExF for an “E-F intersection".
We want to differentiate two terminologies: penetration state and
collision event. An intersection (FxF or ExF) is a penetration state
that evolved from a collision-free state because a collision event
has occurred. An ExF can be regarded as the outcome of either
a V-F or an E-E collision event during motion. Each event corresponds to a penetration stencil, defined as a quadruple of vertices
{x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 }, denoting a configuration x = [x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 ] ∈ R12 .
In terms of signed distance, each stencil can be regarded as a violation of positive distance. A V-F stencil means a negative vertexto-face distance, and an E-E stencil means a negative edge-to-edge
distance. It is expected that properly repositioning the four stencil
vertices results in positive distances and the ExF disappears. As the
four vertices of a stencil also defines a tetrahedron, the concept of
signed distance is equivalent to signed volume used in [Sta09].
The strategy. Fig. 3 is a 2D illustration showing how UIR works
for a penetration configuration between a closed surface and a nonc 2017 The Author(s)
⃝
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Figure 3: A 2D illustration for resolving a penetration step by step.
Our algorithm performs the detection, identification, and resolution in an iterative manner. In each iteration an edge can be one
of the two states: intersection or intersection-free. An intersectionfree state is not equivalent to a legal state. Our iterative scheme
is different from the majority of position-correction based resolution methods, which attempt to identify all illegal vertices and
then relocate them, all in one pass. We prefer not to do so, for
two reasons. First, to discover all illegal vertices with a discrete
detection pipeline, extra effort is needed for connected component
search. Second, for cases when two non-closed surfaces intersect
(see Fig. 7c), it is difficult to classify the vertices into legal and illegal states. Even though for some configurations (e.g. Fig. 3a) that
vertex classification is possible, for position-correction each illegal
vertex needs to be compared against multiple vertices [GRWB12]
or multiple faces to find the closest one as a reference to calculate
the relocating destination. Yet such a closest vertex/face may not
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be a good destination reference and moving towards it may cause
inconsistency, as also suggested by Heidelberger et al. [HTK∗ 04].
By checking only for ExFs, the detection process can be performed very efficiently. Due to the continuity of a penetration region, as long as at least one stencil in the region is found and resolved, more stencils will ‘rise to the surface’ in the following iterations. Stencil vertices ‘wait for their turn’ to be identified and
repositioned until the entire penetration region disappears. For deep
penetrations, however, certain vertices may wait too long before being processed, causing the over-stretching of their incident edges.
This can be tackled by a strain-limiting process, or by adopting the
propagation technique as described in § 5.3.
The pipeline. Three different resources for identifying stencils
– from predefined surface orientation, from history data and from
global intersection analysis – have been unified into one framework. A flow chart of our pipeline is given in Fig. 4. Under some
circumstances both history data and orientation are available, and
they are unlikely to conflict with each other. Although either one
can be used, orientation offers the most prompt way for stencil formation so it is preferred naturally. Yet as the success is not guaranteed for some special cases (see Fig. 14), for robustness we let history to have higher priority than orientation. Indeed these two are
interchangeable, depending on the scenario. If both orientation and
history are absent, we resort to global intersection analysis (GIA).
GIA can be viewed as another history-dependent technique, where
the history is a hypothetical penetration-free status. Our pipeline is
a replacement to the second step in the two-stage framework described in § 1.

E-E test redundancy by one half (as each edge is typically shared
by two triangles). We adopt and extend the idea of PRT to E-F test,
which is the elementary test in DCD. By using E-F PRT we successfully eliminate the redundancy and cut the number of E-F tests
by one half. In CCD there are two types of orphan sets (V-F and
E-E) for adjacent triangle pairs, and both, built at a pre-processing
stage, do not change thereafter. Similarly in our DCD, we extend
this idea and pre-build the E-F orphan set, thus eliminating the redundant E-F tests for adjacent triangle pairs. Our DCD, which finds
the ExFs between two given meshes, is faster than CCD because
BVs are more tight-fitting and also cubic solver is not needed.
4. Identifying Penetration Stencils Under Three
Circumstances
A meaningful question is, for the two ExFs of an FxF, how to identify stencil(s) such that untangling the stencil(s) will lead to the
separation of the two faces. The concept of collision normal plays
an important role in identifying and resolving stencils. Not always a
collision normal is equivalent to a face normal. For a V-F event this
is indeed the case, but for an E-E event it is a vector perpendicular
to both edges (note that for either type there are still two opposite
directions to choose from). In CCD-based resolution methods, both
types of collision normals are derived on-the-fly according to history information. We will introduce three different ways for stencil
identification in the next three subsections, and an algorithm for
vertex relocation is presented in § 5.
4.1. Identifying Stencils From History
History data exists in many applications (particular dynamics simulations), and temporal coherence is a factor that should not be ignored. If the same hard constraint (i.e., collision-free at time t i−1 )
is assumed as in the CCD, UIR proceeds by taking advantage of
the temporal coherence, without assuming the orientation. Instead
of detecting all collision events happening during interval [t i−1 ,
t i ], UIR detects all ExFs at t i via the DCD algorithm, and infers
the collision events that cause the intersections. At the same time,
collision normals are determined and stencils are identified.

Figure 4: The UIR pipeline with three types of schemes for identifying stencils.
Discrete Collision Detection. An efficient penetration detection
algorithm is critical to the success of UIR. We use DCD to identify all the penetrating edge-face (E-F) pairs among deformable
meshes. As in CCD, our broad-phase collision detection is performed using Bounding Volume (BV) Hierarchies with Discrete
Oriented Polytope (particularly 18-DOP in our system). Two techniques have been introduced to the CCD pipeline to avoid the high
number of false positives largely caused by BVs of adjacent triangle
primitives [CTM08, TCYM09]. One, called procedural representative triangles (PRT), removes all redundant elementary tests between nonadjacent triangles. The other, called orphan set, exploits
the mesh connectivity to eliminate redundant tests between adjacent triangles. The use of PRT in CCD cuts the number of V-F tests
by 5/6 (assuming the average vertex valence is six), and cuts the

x3
x1
x2

Figure 5: Three edges of a triangle, with their extensions, divide a
plane into seven regions.
We first discuss the spatial relationship between a line segment
and a triangle. As shown in Fig. 5, three edges of a triangle, with
their extensions, divide a plane into seven regions, of which ‘1’ is
the interior, ‘2, 3 and 4’ are half-plane regions, and ‘5, 6 and 7’
are cone regions. Only if the line segment passes through region
c 2017 The Author(s)
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‘1’, an edge-face intersection occurs. All three half-plane regions
are treated as one case, and so are the three cone regions. There are
two more intersection-free cases: the entire segment lies on either
side of the plane, not passing through any region.
For a typical ExF occurring at time t i (the right-middle of Fig. 6),
we want to derive collision event(s) happened during [t i−1 ,t i ], by
checking the collision-free status at t i−1 . Each derived event will
then be used to form a stencil. There are totally five collision-free
configurations at t i−1 , as shown in the figure. In the sequel we describe what types of stencils are formed in each configuration. We
use notation x pq for xq − x p as a directed edge. When calculating a
face normal we use n = sgn(xi−1 )(x12 × x13 ), where sgn(xi−1 ) is
either +1 or -1, but is to be determined.

x3
x1
x2

q

Figure 6: For an ExF at time t i (right-middle), there are five possible intersection-free configurations at t i−1 . ni−1 is the inferred
face normal at t i−1 .
(a)
At t i−1 , x p and xq are on the same side of the plane
spanned by the triangle (x pq is not necessarily parallel to the plane).
Since this intersection-free status is considered as a legal status,
i−1
the face normal ni−1 = sgn(xi−1 )(xi−1
12 × x13 ) has to be defined
so that the vertex-to-face signed distances dvi−1
f (x p , x1 x2 x3 ) and
i−1
dvi−1
) = +1.
f (xq , x1 x2 x3 ) are both positive. This holds if sgn(x

As the face normal should point to the same side for t i−1 and t i ,
sgn(xi−1 ) is preserved, then at t i there is n = +(x12 × x13 ). From
this face normal it can be inferred that xq is illegal at t i , so a V-F
stencil, ⟨xq , x1 x2 x3 ⟩, has to be formed.
(b) Similar to case (a), at t i−1 we treat both x p and xq as legal.
To have positive distances to the face we should let sgn(xi−1 ) =
i−1
i
−1, so ni−1 = −(xi−1
12 × x13 ). With the same normal sign for t ,
x p is considered to be in an illegal status, therefore a V-F stencil,
⟨x p , x1 x3 x2 ⟩, will be formed (please note the ordering of triangle
vertices).
(c) This case has three facts: (1) x p and xq are on different side
of the plane at t i−1 ; (2) x p stays on the same side of the plane during
c 2017 The Author(s)
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[t i−1 ,t i ], and so does xq ; (3) x pq does not intersect the triangle (the
intersection is outside the triangle). In this case, the face normal
can not be determined (we mark sgn(xi−1 ) = 0). We assert that an
E-E penetration is happening from t i−1 to t i , but which of the three
edges has crossed x pq needs to be determined. We denote the signed
i
distances of x pq to x12 at t i to be dee
(x pq , x12 ). In this particular
case, one and only one of the three distance pairs (d i−1 , d i ) has
changed the sign (from positive to negative or vice versa), and this
is due to an E-E collision event. As shown, dee (x pq , x23 ) changes
the sign, therefore we uniquely form one E-E stencil ⟨x p xq , x2 x3 ⟩.
(d) This case shares those three facts with case (c). The difference is that x pq passes through the cone region to one of the three
vertices of the triangle here, while in (c) it passes through an halfplane region. Two distance pairs have changed the signs, therefore
two E-E stencils, ⟨x p xq , x1 x2 ⟩ and ⟨x p xq , x2 x3 ⟩, are to be formed.
(e) This case is tricky and it differs from case (c) or (d) in that
x p and xq flip sides somewhere in [t i−1 ,t i ]. Ignoring which region
the segment passes through, we first try to flip the two vertices back
to the correct sides, by forming two V-F stencils ⟨xq , x1 x2 x3 ⟩ and
⟨x p , x1 x3 x2 ⟩. (Note the different orderings of triangle vertices imply
that the collision normals in two stencils are of opposite directions.)
Resolving these two stencils simultaneously will relocate x p and xq
to the correct sides, but the segment could intersect the face. This
is not an issue, as in the next iteration an E-E stencil will be formed
and this new type of ExF can be easily solved.
By trusting the status at time t i−1 , we have designed a set of
five rules for resolving/untangling impending collisions at t i . Each
rule corresponds to one intersection-free configuration at t i−1 , and
the set is complete. Each untangling may need multiple iterations,
with positions being updated at each iteration, and the t i−1 status
is trusted throughout all iterations.
4.2. Identifying Stencils From Predefined Orientations
Sometimes a penetration configuration involves at least one oriented surface, then the orientation can be used alone, regardless of
the availability of history, to form V-F stencils. An ExF may be one
of two types:
(I) The face is from an oriented surface. A V-F stencil should be
built this way: for the intersecting edge, the end-vertex on the
negative side of the face is marked as illegal † , and this vertex
joins three vertices of the triangle to form a stencil.
(II) The face is un-oriented but the edge is from an oriented surface. We can not decide immediately which end-vertex of the
edge is illegal.
If two penetrating polygonal patches are oriented, all ExF are of
Type-I and each spawn a V-F stencil so that all ExFs are resolvable. If only one patch is oriented, either type of ExFs could exist.
Although each individual Type-II ExF can not be resolved directly,
resolving Type-I ones could sometimes wipe out the Type-II, therefore Type-II ones can be ignored in the first place. In the implementation as long as there are Type-I ExFs in one round of intersection
† From a global view, two end-vertices may be both legal or both illegal.
This is not an issue, and will be properly treated by our global approach.
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detection, Type-II ExFs are discarded. Repeat this until the penetration is gone or there are only Type-II ExFs left in the detection.
If the latter case happens, we have to resort to GIA (more details
in the next subsection), to dynamically determine the orientation.
Shown in the inset figure is a case that the nail mesh is oriented
yet the big triangle is not, so there are only
Type-II ExFs. This configuration has to be
solved via GIA if no history data can be used.
Even if both surfaces are oriented, the untangling process is not guaranteed to converge.
More discussions will be given in § 7.
4.3. Identifying Stencils From GIA
If orientation is absent, and history is also unavailable or untrustful, heuristic is often used and a presumed penetration-free status
is used as the reference for untangling. In some sense, this status
can be considered as being taken from the past history. Baraff et
al. [BWK03] were probably the first to address the necessity of
collision correction in a complex environment, and suggested the
use of global intersection analysis which, however, resolves only
CLOSED intersection contours (Fig. 7a) on meshes without boundaries. Later on Wicke et al. [WLG06] carried out extensive analysis
on intersection configurations, and classified contours into seven
basic types. We follow them and use their acronyms for the contour types in this paper. We have to admit that using GIA to handle
pre-existing penetration is a rather complicated work, and how to
handle each individual type of contours is not a major contribution
of our paper. Integrating GIA into the pipeline is our main concern,
therefore we only briefly introduce how three very basic contour
types are processed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Three commonest contour types: (a) CLOSED, (b)
BB/II (boundary-boundary/inner-inner) and (c) BI/BI (boundaryinner/boundary-inner). (d) A BI/BI contour consists of ten segments
(three in blue and seven in green), and three E-E stencils are identified by our rule.
The CLOSED contours are now untangled by position relocating,
as opposed to penalty forces used in [BWK03]. CLOSED contours
are called partition contours, because they divide a mesh into two
parts (usually of different sizes). GIA uses the paradigm “small is
illegal" to identify the illegal part and then determine the orientations of corresponding intersecting faces. Once the orientation is

determined, for a CLOSED contour the problem becomes equivalent to untangling two oriented surfaces. Then V-F stencils, but no
E-E stencils, are formed.
Fig. 7b is a BB/II contour, whose name implies that on one mesh
its two ends are both on the mesh boundary but on the other mesh
they are in the interior. The BB contour is also a partition contours
and it is always paired with an II contour, yet the II contour does
not partition a mesh. As shown in Fig. 7b, only the orientations
of the intersecting faces on the green mesh are determined. The
problem is then equivalent to untangling an intersection between
one oriented and one un-oriented surface. As the case of CLOSED
contour, for a BB/II contour all stencils are V-F stencils and no E-E
stencil is formed.
Fig. 7c is a BI/BI contour which starts at the boundary and ends
at the interior. For a BI/BI contour, neither mesh is partitioned, so
face orientation can not be determined and no V-F stencil will be
formed. Fortunately, we can use heuristic to form E-E stencils. A
BI contour is a non-closed polyline consisting of a number of line
segments. For each segment, its two end-vertices are the intersection points, each corresponding to an ExF. Fig. 7d illustrates our
rule for forming E-E stencils. We only need to process one copy
of the two coinciding BI/BI contours. Now suppose we choose to
traverse the copy located on the yellow mesh. We view the contour
as a directed polyline starting from the yellow-mesh boundary and
ending at somewhere interior. During the traversal only if a segment starts from a yellow-mesh edge and ends at the pink-mesh
edge, which is consistent with the contour direction, an E-E stencil is formed out of these two edges (one is yellow and the other
pink). In the figure, three segments (in blue) meet this requirement
so they define three E-E stencils. It is guaranteed that at least one
such segment exists in each BI contour. Although resolving these
E-E stencils does not guarantee the disappearance of the contour
right away, the contour will be shortened, and will be reshaped so
that new stencils will be identified in the next iteration. Repeating
this process eventually leads to the disappearance of the contour.
In the implementation the disappearance is accelerated by the enforcement of strain constraints, as described in §5.3. Note that in
the case of self-collision the yellow and the pink regions can be
two different parts of a single mesh.
Other four types defined in [WLG06] involve loop-vertices,
which are often caused by pinching. As noted by Baraff et al.
[BWK03], loop-vertices raise ambiguity on which portions of an
intersection region need to be moved back through other in order
to untangle. They simply do nothing when a loop-vertex is encountered, and let it go away by itself when pinching disappears. The
loop-vertex phenomenon certainly needs more attention in the future.

4.4. Pinching Handling
Pinching frequently arises in production character animation, because characters’ bodies routinely self-intersect, for instance in the
bend of an elbow or knee, or where the arm or hand rests against
the body. Cloth that is pinched in these regions is often forced into
jagged self-intersections that history-based methods fail. When the
body parts separate, the tangled mess is considered as pre-existing
c 2017 The Author(s)
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penetrations that have to be resolved. Our pipeline also contains a
pinching handling module. Through discrete collision detection all
ExFs are detected and then one or more pinched volumes are determined. Stencils in the UIR pipeline (Fig. 4) are checked against
the pinched volumes to see if there is any overlaps. For those overlapping stencils, their vertices are updated via a skinning-like technique as described in [BWK03]. As soon as pinching is gone, the
untangling resumes and the penetration stencils are resolved. This
process is illustrated in Fig. 8.

For any type of stencil, it is desired to properly reposition the
four vertices, so that the corresponding ExF disappears. Let x̂ and
x refer to the pre- and post-response positions, respectively. A valid
response satisfies two properties. First, the post-response signed
distance should be non-negative: D(x) ≥ 0. Second, it separates
colliding objects by relocating stencil vertices along the gradient
direction, i.e.,
x = x̂ + M−1 Dx λ

(4)

for some (unknown) non-negative multiplier λ. The diagonal mass
matrix M here is meant to maintain the center of mass, so that the
momentum is least affected when used in a physical simulation
(please refer to the supplementary material).
5.2. Multiple Stencils

Figure 8: If pinching happens in a simulation scene, all stencils are
filtered and those trapped will not be untangled until the pinching
goes away.

5. Minimum Positional Displacements
5.1. Analysis of a Single Stencil
Hereafter we use symbol D(x) as a generalization of signed distance functions dv f (x) and dee (x), if there is no confusion in the
context. We view each stencil x = [x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 ] as a violation of
a penetration-free status, with D(x) < 0. For a V-F stencil the distance from vertex x0 to face x1 x2 x3 is
dv f (x) = nT dv f = nT (x0 − β1 x1 − β2 x2 − β3 x3 )

(1)

where n = ±(x12 × x13 ) is the collision normal of the triangle, and
β1 , β2 , β3 are taken as the barycentric coordinates of the intersection point. The ± sign is chosen according to the previous discussion. For an E-E stencil between two edges x0 x1 and x2 x3 (where
x0 x1 is the edge of a ExF, and x2 x3 is a specific edge from the
triangle), the distance function is:
dee (x) = nT dee = nT (β0 x0 + β1 x1 − β2 x2 − β3 x3 )

(2)

where n = ±(x01 × x23 ) is the collision normal between two edges,
and β0 + β1 = β2 + β3 = 1.
As a further computation needs the gradient of a stencil, we give
the result here and leave the derivation in the supplementary material. Differentiating each stencil with respect to x yields
Dx = (DTx0 , DTx1 , DTx2 , DTx3 )T ,

(3)

a column vector in configuration space. The closed form expression
of Dxi for two different stencils are
V-F
E-E
Dx0 :
n̂
N(x23 × dee ) + β0 n̂
Dx1 : N(x23 × dv f ) − β1 n̂ −N(x23 × dee ) + β1 n̂
Dx2 : N(x31 × dv f ) − β2 n̂ −N(x01 × dee ) − β2 n̂
N(x01 × dee ) − β3 n̂
Dx3 : N(x12 × dv f ) − β3 n̂
In both cases N is a notation for matrix

T
1
).
(I − nn
|n|
|n|2
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We denote all mesh vertices in a scene as a high-dimensional point
x = [x0 , x1 , · · · , xn−1 ] ∈ R3n . After mesh intersections detection,
we obtain a number of penetration stencils. To handle them in
a global manner, we follow the concept of impact zone (IZ) due
to [Pro97, BFA02, HVTG08]. As each stencil depends on four vertices, an impact zone is defined as a set of stencils with overlaps,
yet duplicated stencils are removed. For each IZ, we are typically
facing k possibly non-disjoint stencils. To elevate the stencil gradient in the R3n space, we simply map the local indices in Eq. 3 to
their global position and rewrite Dx as a 3n × 1 column vector, with
zeros everywhere else, in the style of finite element stiffness matrix.
Now let Dx = [D1 , · · · , Dk ] be a 3n × k matrix whose columns span
the possible displacement directions, and it will be used in the nonlinear solver that will be mentioned soon.
To solve for the unknown x in each IZ, we consider an inequalityconstrained optimization problem of the form
1
||x − x̂||2M , s.t. D(x) ≥ 0.
(5)
2
This minimization seeks new vertex positions that are as close
as possible to the old positions, in the sense that position differences are penalized by the corresponding particle masses. To ensure that stencil vertices are relocated sufficiently apart, in our
implementation the constraints D(x) ≥ 0 is relaxed to D(x) ≥ d,
with d = (d1 , d2 , · · · , dk )T is a small positive valued vector. In dynamics simulations, we set d to be the proximity threshold, which
is often the cloth thickness. We write the constraints in Eq. 5 as
g(x) = d − D(x) ≤ 0.
min

This minimization problem is solved with the augmented Lagrange method by replacing the constraints with a combination
of Lagrange multipliers and penalty functions. We follow the additional simplification strategy of [NSO12] and reduce the augmented Lagrangian to
1
||λ||2
µ
LA (x; λ, µ) = ||x − x̂||2M + ||g̃(x)||2 −
,
2
2
2µ

(6)

where µ is a large constant (= 103 ) to ensure that the iterations
converge, and the update rule for λ is: λ ← µg̃(x), in which the
penalty function g̃(x) is given by
λ
g̃(x) = max(g(x) + , 0).
µ

(7)
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The minimization of the simplified augmented Lagrangian is not
subject to constraints, and can be performed using standard unconstrained optimization routines. We opt for the nonlinear conjugate
gradient solver in the ALGLIB numerical analysis library‡ .
The above formulation shares similarity with the method of
[HVTG08], in that stencil vertices are projected onto a constraint
manifold. Yet the constraints in our method are formulated so differently that ours handles a wider range of interferences – from impending collisions to pre-existing penetrations. A main difference
is the timing for computing collision normals and signed distances.
While in CCD they are computed at the time-of-contact, in ours
they are evaluated at penetration states.
It is worth noting that the case an edge intersecting multiple faces is handled without any special treatment. As
shown in the inset figure, edge xab intersects a mesh
twice (resulting in two ExFs, yet neither vertex is located
on the back side of the mesh. In one
ExF, vertex xa is treated as illegal while
xb is legal, forming an V-F stencil
⟨xa , y0 y1 y2 ⟩. Similarly, the second stencil is ⟨xb , y1 y3 y2 ⟩. Both stencils contribute
constraints to Eq. 5, and the solved displacements will make the intersections disappear.

of unknowns. In most of our experiments shown in § 6, the displacements were propagated to the 1-ring neighbours. (Vertex xi is
a 1-ring neighbor of vertex x j if there exists an edge connecting xi
and x j ).
6. Results
We integrated UIR into the open source ARCSim system [NSO12]
to handle penetrations, while relying on its built-in proximity query
to create repulsion forces and friction forces. Since we no longer
assume an interference-free state as the starting point, proximity
query has been modified such that penetrating primitives are kicked
out of the candidate list. Otherwise, the repulsion force would intensify the interference. To evaluate the performance of UIR, we
designed a number of experiments, creating penetrations of various
types. We run these experiments on an Intel Xeon processor E52609 of 2.50GHz, with 8G memory, and in a single-thread mode.

(a)

5.3. The Strain Constraints
If a penetration is deep, the number of passes for relocating stencil vertices can be high. Certain vertices may have to ‘wait’ a
long time before being processed and their incident edges could
get over-stretched. In physical simulation this issue can be overcome by introducing a strain limiting technique, formulated as
min 12 ∥x − x̂∥2M , s.t.c(x) ≤ 0, where the new positions x is to be
found, and c(x) can be defined in various ways [GHF∗ 07, TPS09,
NSO12, MYLZ16, ?]. Luckily, the objective function here is the
same as that in Eq. 5, therefore it is straightforward to merge two
equations:
1
∥x − x̂∥2M s.t. g(x) ≤ 0, c(x) ≤ 0,
2
which can still be solved via Eq. 6 and Eq. 7.
min

(8)

For serious inextensibility enforcement on triangular meshes, directly constraining edge lengths is not a good idea due to the intrinsic lock issue [GHF∗ 07, MYLZ16]. As inextensibility is not our
highest priority here, we use edge length constraints for simplicity,
but with a much relaxed strain range [lmin , lmax ]
{
lmin − ∥xi j ∥
ci j (x) =
(9)
∥xi j ∥ − lmax
Moreover, in respect to the current status of the cloth mesh, lmin and
lmax are set with reference to the current length of an edge as opposed to its rest length: lmin = (1− p)∥x̂i j ∥ and lmax = (1+ p)∥x̂i j ∥,
with p is usually set to 0.3 ∼ 0.5. Note the added constraints c(x)
introduce new cloth vertices into vector x, increasing the number
‡ Sergey Bochkanov and Vladimir Bystritsky, http://www.alglib.net/

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Twenty-four tori fall into a tank and then are poured out
of it. (b) Untangling a self-colliding torus-knot. The second row shows the
intersecting triangles.

Oriented/oriented intersections. In the first experiment, 24
swim rings fall into a fish tank and then are poured out (Fig. 9a),
each ring being modeled as a torus surface mesh of 2,100 vertices
(4,200 faces). The in-plane stretching is modeled with piecewise
linear springs, while the out-of-plane behavior is controlled by the
bending model of [BFA02], with non-zero rest dihedral angles. Internal air pressure has been added so that the tori are inflated to
maintain their shapes. All models, including the tank, are treated as
oriented surfaces, as semantics of a watertight surface implies outpointing normals, resisting the entrance of other objects. Utilizing
predefined orientation but no history is safe for this case, and only
V-F stencils but no E-E stencils are formed. Due to severe squeezing, proximity constraints and corresponding repulsion forces do
not contribute much in decreasing the number of primitive intersections. The simulation runs at 103 second per frame, with UIR
consuming 21% of the time.
Fig. 9b shows the process of untangling a self-colliding toruslike knot, where only geometric deformation occurs but no physical simulation is involved. While it is inappropriate to presume
c 2017 The Author(s)
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orientation for most self-collision cases, it is safe to do so for this
special configuration. The second row of the figure visualizes all
intersecting triangles. The initial 488 stencils, forming one impact
zone, vanished after five iterations. The STIV algorithm [HPSZ11],
though able to handle self-collision of this type, has to first contract
the mesh towards its skeleton to get an intersection-free configuration. Ours resolves the intersection directly, making it a useful tool
for geometric modeling applications.
(a)

Oriented/unoriented intersections. The experiment in Fig. 10
simulates the interaction between two spikes and two sheets. The
spikes are treated as oriented surfaces and the sheets are not. After the pre-existing penetrations were resolved, the spikes begin to
scratch and stab the sheet, resulting in new penetrations that are
then promptly resolved.

(b)

Figure 10: Resolving pre-existing penetrations. Each sheet has 18,896
vertices.

Fitting a garment onto a human and resolving body/garment penetration is important in many applications, such as example-based
clothing syntheses and virtual try-on systems, as well as the initialization of a physical simulation. Fig. 1a and the accompanying video show the experiments of fitting several garment models onto a human body along with physical simulation. In some
cases we attribute severe interpenetrations to the initial position of
the garment; in others we tight-fit the garment to the body. The
body/garment collisions are resolved with stencils formed from
predefined orientation. The initial garment/garment penetrations, if
there were, can be resolved via GIA. If physical simulation were to
follow, further self-collisions and garment/garment collisions can
be handled with the history scheme. It is worth noting that collisions between two garments can also be resolved without using
history, by giving a sidedness to one of them. Yet garment selfcollisions are not guaranteed to be resolved by using orientation
only, and history is a must for handling self-collisions.
Unoriented/unoriented intersections. Another experiment
demonstrates excessive interactions among multiple un-oriented
surfaces. Three sheets, intentionally entangled with each other at
the beginning, are first untangled via GIA (Fig. 11a). No stencils
in this stage are due to orientation or history. At the second stage
(Fig. 11b), the sheets are stacked into multi-layers, and hit by a
flying ball, creating abundant cloth-cloth collisions. All these collisions are resolved with the help of history information. Once all
sheets fall on the motionless ball, dragging and sliding one sheet
in-between or on top of others results in much more E-E stencils
than V-F stencils.
Large step, remeshing and pinching. UIR is robust enough to
tolerate large time-steps, and also works well along with dynamic
remeshing (which is a built-in feature of ArcSim) and pinching. In
the experiments shown in Fig. 12, simulation time-steps are set to
c 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: (a) Resolving three entangled sheets; (b) Hitting, draping and
dragging three-layered sheets. Each sheet mesh has 16,641 vertices (32,768
faces).

be equal to frame intervals (0.04s). On the left, the cloth is initialized to be a coarse mesh, but is dynamically remeshed according
to [NSO12] at each simulation step/frame. The result is compared
with the simulation of a fixed resolution mesh of 4,225 vertices (not
shown here, see the video). In a dynamic remeshing context, the
UIR has been tuned to handle the constant change of mesh topologies. Another example, a pinched sleeve, is shown in Fig. 1b. To
handle loop-vertices, we follow the approach in [BWK03] with
one small improvement. After a pinch disappears and if we find
that the loop-vertex is reluctant to go away, the bending coefficient
the vicinity is temporarily increased, so that the recovery from the
non-physical state is accelerated.

Figure 12: Remeshing (left) and pinching (middle and right), with large
∆t.

Fig. 13a shows one frame in an animation, where pinching happens. This is not unusual in a production animation environment –
body parts of a character intersect each other, often in an unnoticeable manner. When the skirt is simulated along with such animation, it is pinched near the armpit and the thigh. With a CCD-based
resolver this penetration causes irrecoverable artifacts – basically
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catastrophic failure. Our resolver identifies these pinching configurations and advances the simulation with penetrations. When such
configuration disappears the intersection is resolved.

has pinching and the other does not. The sum of the first four numbers in a row divided by the number of frames (500 for sheets and
363 for dancer) is the number for "s/frame". As expected, detection is more expensive than resolution. The resolution part, including building impact zones and solving a mathematical optimization
problem, takes so little time that its costs can be neglected. Please
note that in the current implementation a full collision detection
is performed at every iteration. Of course we can speed it up with
incremental collision detections. Yet given the fact that the percentage of current full detection cost is already very small, we are not
expecting much further overall performance gain.
Expr.

System Physics
ARCSim

sheets
Ours

(a)

(b)

ARCSim

dancer

Figure 13: (a) The simulated skirt is subject to external constraints that
force it to collide with the hand and the leg. (b) As a comparison the purple
skirt is simulated with character animation that does not have pinching. The
avatar model has 26,394 vertices and the dress model has 5,293 vertices.

Efficiency. We have shown that the history-based scheme in the
UIR can handle impending collisions, making it an alternative to
a CCD-based resolver. We are interested in doing a comparison
with the built-in collision resolver in ARCSim, which is a replica
of the CCD-based method for simultaneous collisions [HVTG08].
We further optimized ARCSim by adding the PRT and the orphan
set mechanisms in collision detection, so that both methods adopt
the same set of acceleration techniques. To make the comparison
to be restricted to the algorithmic level, both systems run at the
single-thread mode, even without using OpenMP. In Tab. 1 we give
the running time for two simulation experiments. The timing is subdivided into three main parts: physics solving, proximity check and
collision handling. The timing for collision handling is further broken down into two parts: DECT (detection)and RESL (resolution).
The sheets experiment (Fig. 11b) was simulated with a time-step
of 0.006s, creating 500 frames of data. The dancer dress (Fig. 13a)
simulation is done once per frame (at 25Hz). There is a total of 363
frames of character animation, and the collision resolver was called
363 times. No penetration was detected in 265 of them, largely due
to the enforced proximity constraints. For the other 98 frames, on
average the resolver took 6.5 passes to resolve one penetration. We
then asked the artist to recreate the character animation without
pinching and then simulated the same skirt with ARCSim (rendered
in purple in Fig. 13b and the accompanying video).
Our UIR speeds up the collision handling by 6 ∼ 8 times over
the modified ARCSim. The corresponding timing, given in Tab. 1,
confirms a better performance of our method. The physics part and
the proximity part are the same in two implementations. The numbers are not exactly the same, but differ not much. It is because
the vertex positions are on longer exactly the same ever since the
first collision occurs and is resolved by different response methods.
Moreover, for the dancer example, the two setups are different: one

Ours

23497
(55.3%)
22981
(62.9%)
262.7
(38.9%)
249.4
(29.2%)

Proxi.
12794
(30.1%)
12695
(34.7%)
124.6
(18.5%)
120.5
(60.5%)

Collision
DECT RESL
6087.5 0.24
(14.3%) (0.0%)
722.2 2.61
(2.0%) (0.0%)
271.5 9.2
(40.2%) (1.4%)
23.7
10.4
(5.8%) (2.5%)

s/frame
85.0
73.1
1.86
1.14

Table 1: The timings (in sec) for two experiments in Fig.10b and Fig.12 .

7. Discussions and Limitations

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14: Configurations that cannot be untangled solely by predefined
orientation.

For pre-existing penetrations where no history data is available,
we can only resort to orientation or GIA. Implementing the GIA
scheme is not trivial, as tracing an intersection contour can be very
difficult for complicated cases. The orientation-based scheme is
more efficient in forming stencils thus often given higher priority. Although we have witnessed great successes of this scheme for
handling garment/body penetrations, it does not always succeed.
As the case in Fig. 14a, both watertight surfaces are oriented, and
each intends to push the other to the outside, resulting a competing dilemma. In the other two examples in Fig. 14, the orientationbased method converges to a local minima. Even though we treat
the arm in (b) as an oriented surface, the normals of the arm polygons in the colliding region points to all different directions, resulting in a displacement vector with near zero components, balancing
off each other.
The history-based scheme in UIR has less ambiguity than the
orientation scheme, as a collision-free state is used as reference.
In all experiments shown so far, the history-based mechanism is
used only when the t i−1 status is collision-free. If a penetration
c 2017 The Author(s)
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has been there for k(> 1) consecutive simulation steps, t i−1 status is not trustful. We would be interested to see how a far earlier
collision-free status can be used as reference for untangling. Let us
take Fig. 14b as an example. By specifying a collision-free state
in Fig. 15a as a reference and using the history-based scheme, this
penetration can be resolved (Fig. 15b∼c). This example shows the
potential of our method to go beyond t i−1 status as the historical
reference. In a simulation system, how to efficiently manage history data and quickly dig out the most valuable collision-free data
is worth investigating. Naively saving vertex positions of every earlier step will impose a burden on data storage and retrieval.

(a) reference

(b) intermediate

(c) final

Figure 15: (a) is a collision-free state used as a history reference for untangling the configuration of Fig. 14b. (b) shows two intermediate states
during the untangling, and (c) is the final untangled state.

Sometimes if we allow very deep penetrations before untangling,
the new self-collisions could lead to configurations that are difficult to analyze and classify. Although this has been alleviated by
enforcing strain limit constraints, a safety mechanism like rigid
impact zone [BFA02] is still needed. Roundoff errors also have
negative influences on the robustness, and techniques described
in [TTWM14, BEB12, WOR14] can be helpful.
8. Conclusion
We have presented a new pipeline for handling collisions between
deformable surfaces, using position-level updates. Through a number of experiments we have demonstrated its potential to resolve
penetrations stably. Self-correction is the primary advantage of our
resolver. Even if at certain steps there are collisions that can not be
resolved right away, they do not spoil the simulation, since the correct configuration will be recovered at a subsequent time. In conclusion, we believe that we have made a substantial contribution
by designing a system that performs better than the ones currently
in use, and that can be incorporated in a variety of applications including but not limited to clothing synthesis, physical simulation
and geometric modeling.
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favorable than CCD. A by-product of the expensive cubic solver
is the computing of a time-of-contact, which is attached as a tag
to each collision event. Yet collision events are seldom resolved in
chronological order, and a simultaneous response totally ignores
those time tags. (An exception is the relatively new, asynchronous
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